
Peace and Goodwill

Luke 2:1-20
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I have heard it said that the Creator/God left a rebellious humanity to their own devices from the 
beginning.  It is true, yet there are many, many indications in scripture and history from beginning to 
end that would have to be ignored to come to such a conclusion.  It is true that God has let                             
humanity be their own worst enemy, resulting that human-on-human violence has been                             
unthinkably, grotesquely sadistic over the years.  It remains today, unchanged, beginning                              
in families with the infants they have created that they are supposed to love, cherish,                               
affirm, and assist in growing up, BUT who instead have been, ignored, reduced, beaten,                         
starved, demeaned, abused.  This creates some very angry and frustrated little children                             
who lash out in desperation, often (but not always) exhibiting cruelty without mercy                                
toward other little children on the playgrounds of our schools.  The children are thrown                      
together randomly in classrooms where they quickly learn to band together and pick on                     
whoever they perceive is the weakest among them.  For their victims this becomes a                       
daily routine from which there is no escape, no recourse!  These victims, with no outlet for their inner 
pain and confusion, grow up to hate their lives and to harbor a bitter hatred against their fellow human 
beings which is fomented and fed by ever more daily torment.  Some of them are driven crazy by this 
inner pain and suffering, and seek to end their own lives!  As bad as that is, it is even worse if they 
choose to go out with a bang – literally!  They plan for their own death with the thought of taking out 
as many of their classmates and teachers as they possibly can before they themselves are killed!  
These are the plans of children or adults who have become demented by the cruelties they have 
experienced from others! Like dogs who are always kicked rather than shown love, they have become 
vicious, savage beasts who want to tear the throats out of everyone they see!  While only a few 
actually react so violently against society, most are adversely affected in their ability to be good 
spouses and parents. (Now, if you see yourselves in this scenario, you are not doomed!  Jesus truly 
works miracles and heals and changes minds and hearts!)    2



From parenting, it goes to government.  Monsters are created and then somehow work 
their way into positions of power in government where                                                            
they have power over others.  They become sadistic tyrants                                                   
that seek to use their position to hurt others!  Kings and                                                               
queens have generally been known for their sadistic and                                                       
tyrannical tendencies throughout history. Millions have                                                           
died and billions have suffered under these kinds of leaders                                                     
They were/are sadistic narcissists, drunk on power, who have stolen from their 
countrymen without regard for their poverty. These abuses of power in nation after nation 
have been in large part the norm in world history, not the exception!  But abusing their 
own people has not been enough for these ego maniacs!  They have ordered their armies to 
cross territorial borders, invading neighboring countries on some pretext so that they 
might raid and maraud, taking the wealth and possessions of the citizens of cities within 
the territories of some other king!  Of course this caused that neighboring king to collect 
his armies to fight back,.. and then there is war in all its horror!  War is the most 
distinctive/prominent feature of the history of the nations - all because of kings and queens 
that have had no regard for the lives and well-being of their people, but only for how they 
could use their people’s lives (or deaths) to their own advantage!  They paid for their gains 
in wealth and territory in the blood of their country’s citizens and that of their enemies!  
They ruled like Mafia Dons, where if you don’t do as them command you die, and if you 
don’t pay your protection money to them, you die!    3



So – at the source, it all begins with angry, withdrawn, issue-ridden adults who have children and then are bad parents with bad
parenting.  They haven’t a clue about what their child needs from them as parents to grow up to be                           
emotionally healthy and productive.  So these parents do the opposite – harsh and controlling, or                               
permissive and completely uninvolved, inconsistency, hypocrisy, excessive indulgence and                                     
aggrandizement of the child – all parental extremes which then register as normal in the mind of                                
their children, who grow up to then recreate the vicious cycle for generations to come!  It makes                            
for adults that are as rotten as a snaggle tooth!  Their treatment of their fellow human beings from                         
the schoolyard, to the factory floor, to the boardroom, is as inappropriate as a porcupine in a                              
balloon factory!  Loving them, befriending, seeking their approval, is often like cozying up to a                            
wasp!  “The sins of the fathers are visited upon their children to the third and fourth generation”                                                  
said Moses, and if you listen carefully you can hear the sounds of life being sucked out of the                              
planet!  It seems as if there is just no escape from this!  

Friends, it has always been like this, since the days following Adam’s rebellion and the switching                           
of our allegiances in the days of Eden!  Over the millenniums since, it is WE OURSELVES that have been our own worst enemy, 
aided of course, by the Destroyer, Satan, who seeks to make us suffer, to kill us and to kill our souls, and then, too, it is 
exacerbated by the world that moves in lock step with Satan’s agenda to oppose God at every juncture of His plans!  BTW -
people always seem to wonder why God has done this bad thing, or they wonder out loud that He has allowed some other terrible
thing.  But it unfair to God and unjust to even ask such a question, since it is we who brought this onslaught of evil into ourselves, 
which has then perpetually ravaged the planet!  Our minds should not be going immediately to some imagined role that God plays 
in our failures, our wounds, our tragedies and losses!  We should instead be questioning why we ever step out of the will of God to 
go our own way and do our own thing and ruin everything good!  You have heard the expression, “if you want to dance, you have 
to pay the piper”.  Well, the price of our independence from the Creator is steep – far more than we can afford to pay!  And,.. 
although we are all acquainted with evil in many forms, we don’t even have any idea how bad it has been out there and the ever 
present darkness that still presides over the vast majority of the planet’s land surface.  We live in relative safety in this secluded 
region, and with our middle American hospitality, we live generally in harmony – people are pretty nice and polite here in the 
Midwest, especially when compared to other parts of the country and certainly most of the world!   4



Things have never changed over time.  Children suffer.  We have cycles of relative peace,                                    
justice, and prosperity, followed by violence, corruption, tyranny, insanity,                                           
and war!  Nations come and go.  Borders are redrawn.  Empires are carved                                         
out at great and crushing expense in lives, blood, suffering, and gold, only                                         
to give way to a new military machine – an empire with a new egomaniac                                         
at its head, an energetic “visionary” that overruns the first empire to                                               
establish a new order and a new supremacy, and inevitably, a new                                              
oppression!                                                                                                                  
The Word, second member of God’s tri-unity, was born into a Middle                                           
Eastern world as Jesus.  That world was experiencing a kind of peace, and                                   
yet also experiencing the oppression of dominance and occupation and                                          
taxation at the hands of the Roman empire.  The Jews hated the intolerable occupation of the 
Roman gentile “dogs” and their pagan legions – all pig eaters!  So the Christ was born right into 
the middle of a culture war!  While it wasn’t a war with weapons and spilt blood on the 
battlefield, it was a war of ideas and a ugly clash of cultures that mixed about as well as water and 
oil!  Both sides despised each other, but the Romans had all the power of enforcement. Jews were 
under a very stern threat of retaliation and an over-the-top and brutal “justice” (crucifixion) from 
the Roman authorities should ANY Jew EVER decide to act on their rebellious tendencies!    
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So this is what Jesus was placed directly into when He was born.  The people chaffed and 
swore under their breath at their circumstances!  The world over, people hate their                                          
leadership - they hate the inequality, the injustices, the incompetence!  
But when the angels made their announcement to the shepherds -
of all the messages they could have heralded that night, look what                                         
they chose to call out to the shepherd and thus to humanity!                                                            
“Glory to God in the highest, and on earth, peace, goodwill                                              
toward men”  They did not come up with this on their own. They                                          
are servants and messengers from the Lord God!  They do and say                                        
what He sends them to do or say, and what God chose for them to                                          
say was about His desire and His purpose in bringing His infant Son into the world. It was  
to bring peace, and to demonstrate the heart of His intentions toward His human creatures. 
The Christ-Baby was certainly a sign of God’s favor!  God the Father, the originator of all 
things, wanted Jesus to grow up to solve the distance problem between Himself and 
humanity!  We were created for relationship with God, but that had been a prickly issue 
since shortly after the beginning – about as rewarding as trying to hug a porcupine,.. from 
both perspectives, God’s and humanity’s!  The issue between us was the issue of our 
independence/self-centeredness which came equipped with a strong fascination/inclination 
toward all things wrong and wrong for us – bad things, false things, extreme things, 
destructive and even deadly things – all which drove us into the camp of God’s enemy, 
Satan, like moths to a flame!  So there was a great divide going on between heaven and 
earth!  We had rejected God’s role as Creator/Owner/Authority over us, and He,.. had to 
step back.  It was either that or destroy us and make Himself a better creature!    
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Instead, God sent His Son!  It was an extremely,                                                                       
EXTREMELY, self-less thing to do!  He was reaching out                                                                         
to humans in a generosity that dwarfs normal generosity as                                                                   
we know it!  As King and Lord of the Universe, He was                                                                        
doing what no human king would ever do!  
[John 3:16,17]  
The Son came because of God’s goodwill toward humanity                                                                     
(just like the angels announced it and like we sing it)!  The                                                                
NIV translates “goodwill toward men” to “…on who His favor rests”, which does not change the 
meaning, but maybe fleshes it out just a little bit more.  The fact is that an earth teeming with human 
life is blessed and favored beyond measure by God’s underlying attitude toward us which resulted in 
this incomprehensibly generous gift!  The gift is that God Himself has provided our best and only 
opportunity as individual humans to reconcile with Him by letting Him make wrong things right 
through the sacrifice of His Son. This Son came to be “the Lamb of God who takes away the sins of 
the world”!  That was His mission from day-one when He was placed in a manger in Bethlehem!  We 
know He grew up, an never deviated from accomplishing His mission!  The Gospel accounts make 
that clear!  The Bible also makes it clear that when we place our faith in Jesus, and we ask Him for 
His salvation, and trust Him to wipe out our record of independence from God, He will do it!!   He 
will deal with the guilt I have accumulated from all the wrong, bad, erroneous, injurious beliefs and 
acts that came from a state of mind that was either belligerent or apathetic toward my Creator!  He 
was sent to replace the state of “irreconcilable differences” that exists between me and Himself with 
complete reconciliation!  He can do that!  He is the God of the impossible and this is what He does! 
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So when we come to Him in faith and trust, He makes us a part of what He is doing – “…and gave to us the 
ministry of reconciliation”.  
[2 Cor. 5:17-21] 
We are ambassadors of the peace of God! In this lousy, sorry,                                                                
suffering, blood-soaked earth, so devastated/defiled by humans                                                                  
– from families to governments - we are the ambassadors of                                                                      
God, interjected into the confusion, hatred, and fighting with a                                                             
message of love from the Creator!  Folks,.. When we signed up                                                                
with Jesus, our lives become all about this mission we have                                                                  
been given by Him!  It is a proud mission!  It is a mission we                                                               
can stand taller for having taken on!  2000 years ago, the angels                                                            
announced that the Promised Messiah had come to bring the                                                                    
peace of God to earth.  And now it is our turn to declare this                                                               
message faithfully and skillfully to all who will listen!  
We start with our families to see who will listen.  Next our friends.  Then our acquaintances.  Then our fellow 
students or colleagues.  But we start with those closest to us and branch out from there.  We have a message 
that saves the earth and glorifies God who has been so amazing to have done what He did to make this happen 
for us.  
[John 1:12,13] “…born of God”.  We have gone from being His enemies in our minds to becoming His 
adopted sons and daughters, AND are made a part of the family business of declaring the glory of God – the 
gospel – and saving the earth one person at a time! THAT, my friends, is what Christmas means! 8


